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NEW QUESTION: 1
Scenario: A Citrix Engineer needs to apply a policy-based
configuration to two out of three
Delivery Groups and keep the number of policies to a minimum.
The desktops are in two separate organizational units (OUs) and
the users belong to two separate departments.
How can the engineer accomplish these requirements?

A. Add the configurations for the two Delivery Groups to the
Unfiltered policy.
B. Create two policies. Filter based on Delivery Groups and
assign one policy per Delivery Group.
C. Create two policies. Filter based on OU and assign one
policy per OU.
D. Create one policy. Filter based on Delivery Group and add
the second Delivery Group in the same filter.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
With short term overheating, time to failure will ___________
as internal pressures or loading decrease.
A. Remain the same
B. Decrease
C. Increase
D. None of the above
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which statement is true about an incremental-by-date backup?
A. It only works on a specific date of the month.
B. It only works on Windows platforms.
C. A full incremental or partial incremental backup on a
specific date must have been performed.
D. At least one full incremental backup of that file system
must have been performed.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which authentication method provides Kerberos-based user and
data authentication, data integrity, and data privacy?
A. Secure NFS
B. Authentication daemon
C. UNIX security
D. Mixed mode
Answer: A
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